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Banks are skilled in measuring returns. Whether it is return on assets, return on equity or return on investment, senior bank
executives are fully engaged 24/7. In today’s world, there seems to be that same focus and intensity on something called
“Branch Transformation” as part of an Omni channel retail banking delivery model. While this has been over-hyped as
something all new, revolutionary and imperative, it really can be considered as nothing more than focusing on yet another
measurable return… Return on Interaction.
So What is Return on Interaction?
With the advancement of technology, there is no doubt that consumers have multiple ways to interact with their financial
institution. Online and mobile banking are clearly now becoming a larger part of the new normal but not as full
replacement of branches. This is simply because branches are where the clients you serve, or hope to serve, go to
interact with branch staff on their most important financial interests. Financial institutions can and should expect a
reasonable return on these in-branch client interactions.
What is clear is that the branch network needs to adapt to new imperatives that demand more than just transaction
processing. For sure, transactions need to be efficiently processed and modern technologies do a great job of supporting
that. However, more is required and expected by today’s consumer. Here are some thoughts to consider…
It Really Starts with the Customer
Markets should be segmented. A number of potential segments have expressed needs for branch visits and face-to-face
interactions for purposes beyond simple transaction processing. These are real growth opportunities for any financial
institution.
One such segment is the Millennials. Millennials are perhaps the most appealing target market due to their growing
requirement for financial products along with their documented openness to receiving financial counsel from their bank.
Other target market segments might include high net worth consumers, small business clients or the underbanked, all
of whom also have potential that can be enhanced through positive interactions in any transformed branch network.
Supporting Customer Interactions
Regardless of which market segments are being targeted, there should be an interaction strategy for each. Branch staff
must be more than transaction processors. Universal Bankers can deliver information and sell a wider array of products
to meet the varied needs of targeted clientele.
Branch designs in the future will vary in size and capability to support service delivery, sales expectations and
relationship-building initiatives. Scalability and flexibility are important and the branch technology implemented must
also support these requirements. Some financial institutions are looking beyond today’s “banking” formats into the retail
and hospitality industries for new ideas.

Technology should be deployed that creates efficiencies while also enabling improved customer interactions. When
implementing projects intended to reduce the cost to serve, care must be taken to also avoid any degradation of the
quality of service delivered. Too much is at stake to not use branches (a/k/a your most expensive asset) to optimize
critical face-to-face interactions with the customers who visit the branch. In the end, the success of any branch
transformation will be measured by how well this ‘newly defined’ ROI, Return On Interaction, is improved.
Wishing you Many Happy Returns!
Welch Systems has been helping financial institutions of all sizes improve their customer interactions and transform their branches
for decades. Our depth of experience and broad range of cash and transaction automation solutions can help you realize your
vision for a transformed branch network while also increasing your “return on interaction”. For more information, please contact
your Welch Systems Regional Sales Manager, Phil Walter at 800/322-2657 ext 148.
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